
 
 

 
 

 

The Benefits And Drawbacks Of Intermittent Fasting 
 
You're watching Food as Medicine TV where we help you heal from the root cause. We have 
gotten so many questions from you, our tribe, about intermittent fasting, so that's what we're 
talking about today. 

Intermittent fasting has been a trending nutrition practice when people have the goals of 
weight [00:00:30] loss, when they want metabolic benefits, brain and cognitive benefits, and 
it has been studied to reduce the risk of chronic disease, and since you have been asking us 
to talk about this for some time now, we're going to go over both the benefits and the risks to 
it because it all depends on you and your current state of health. There are many different 
methods of fasting. The most common being fasting for religious occasions where one 
removes [00:01:00] all food or drink for a period of 12 to 24 hours or even longer. Fasting for 
health benefits usually involves having the flexibility to choose the window of time during 
which you consume food throughout the day. 

Naturally we all fast every night, hence the name breakfast, where we break our fast. This is 
important for our bodies. It is a natural cleansing method already built in and it happens 
every day on a daily basis. It's [00:01:30] in sync, we're naturally working with our sleep wake 
cycle, and that is helping to regulate our hormones, support digestion, and improve our brain 
health. Intermittent fasting, however, is the most popular method of fasting and it varies the 
intervals. There's different methods of intermittent fasting. 

The first one we'll talk about is the 16/8 method because that's the most common way that 
people intermittent fast. That includes eating all of your foods for the day within an 
eight-hour period of time [00:02:00] and then fasting for the other 16 hours. This type of 
fasting has been proven in research to support your fasting blood sugar levels, to lower blood 
pressure, and to help us curb hunger. It's important to note that the amount of food and 
calories should be relatively the same as a normal day just within this specific timeframe. 

Researchers from the University of Alabama had a small group of obese men with 
prediabetes. [00:02:30] They compared a form of intermittent fasting called early 
time-restricted feeding where all meals were fit into an early eight-hour period of time for the 
day from 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. where you stop eating at 3:00 p.m. And then they also checked 
the other group. They ate their food over 12 hours between seven and seven. Both groups 
maintained their weight. They did not gain or lose weight, but after five weeks the eight-hour 
eating group had lower [00:03:00] insulin levels and significantly improved insulin 
sensitivity, which is a great thing, plus they had lower blood pressure. 

The 24 method of fasting is a little bit more intense. This time-restricted fasting is 
challenging to follow because you can only eat for four hours during the day and you're 
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typically eating in the middle of the day or first thing in the morning. That's the best 
approach if you're adapting to a 24 [00:03:30] method of fasting. 

The other third type of intermittent fasting is a 24/0. This is a whole day fasting and 
something I personally did once a week for about a year when I first got into the field of 
nutrition way back in 2003, and it had really wonderful benefits. Now most of the time you 
hear about this type of fasting for religious practices, but we actually use this type of fasting 
with bone broth in our Gut Thrive program to get a jump start [00:04:00] on starving the bad 
pathogens for the most effective gut healing program. The caveat is that you need to already 
have a well-functioning thyroid and strong adrenals in order to do this type of fasting or you 
will feel awful and it will have adverse effects on your health. 

Then there's water fasting. There are many programs that promote 24-hour-long water 
fasting and this is either for religious reasons or health benefits. A lot of my colleagues do a 
seven-day water [00:04:30] fast once a year. While the clinical research is limited, there are 
some benefits to this consecutive days or week-long fasting. Long-term fasting promotes 
something called autophagy, and this is the body's way of cleaning out damaged cells in 
order to regenerate newer, healthier cells. Therefore, this promotes detoxification and 
reduces oxidative stress in the body. Long-term fasting for periods of more than five days 
has been shown to support patients undergoing [00:05:00] chemotherapy for cancer 
treatment. This kind of long-term fasting can also be used as more of a reset for the 
digestive system, including the starvation of bad bacteria, especially within the small 
intestine if you have something called SIBO, small intestinal bacterial overgrowth. The 
benefits are definitely there with this type of fasting, but it is also a risk and should consult 
with your nutritionist or doctor before starting a fast to determine the time period of doing 
the fast. This is [00:05:30] especially important for my thyroid and adrenal folks out there as 
we do not want to tap into burning muscle for fuel or deplete your cellular stores of minerals, 
so if you're going to do this, you need to reboot your glandular system first, which we'll 
discuss in just a moment. 

Okay, so we'll recap here the top three benefits of fasting. Number one, fasting releases 
toxins. Toxins are fat-soluble, which means they're stored in your fat cells, and [00:06:00] 
when we are burning fat for fuel, which we normally burn sugar or glucose for fuel, it releases 
these fat-soluble toxins that are stored in the fat cells. This process is called lipolysis. This is 
the breaking down of stored fat. So yes, fasting can cause weight loss and it can also shift 
your body into releasing fatty acids called ketones into the bloodstream. If you're doing the 
ketogenic diet or you're interested in it, we'll link to two shows after this blog because you 
[00:06:30] should be informed of both the benefits and the risks of that particular diet. 

Number two, second benefit, increases insulin sensitivity, which is awesome. When you're 
not consuming food for a period of time, insulin, the hormone that's responsible for blood 
sugar regulation, will naturally drop. This is great news for those with insulin resistance, 
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diabetes, or other metabolic diseases. We get in trouble when the cells in our muscles, body 
fat, and liver start resisting or ignoring the signals that insulin [00:07:00] sends out, which is 
to grab glucose out of the bloodstream and put it into our cells to be used as fuel. When this 
happens, we get brain fog, weight gain, and low energy. It's like having a dull tool that needs 
to be sharpened so that it works again. Fasting has been shown in clinical studies to 
improve insulin and glucose levels. That is a really great thing. We can all benefit from that. 

Third benefit, reduces inflammation. Intermittent fasting [00:07:30] has very recently been 
shown to reduce inflammation within the body, especially in the central nervous system. 
This is cutting edge for those with MS, multiple sclerosis and other nervous system 
diseases, and we look forward to some more human studies that are about to come through 
on this and possibly change the course of that disease. 

Now, top three dangers of fasting. While fasting has undeniable benefits that I just shared 
[00:08:00] with you, prolonged fasting can often lead to anemia, lowered immune response 
and function, dizziness, low blood sugar, muscle wasting. Therefore, everything in 
moderation, my friends, and as always, the choices that you make about your health should 
be individualized based upon your current state of health and your current health needs. 
They are always changing. 

Here are the three biggest issues with fasting or reasons not to fast right [00:08:30] now. 
Number one, your detoxification pathways must be supported. We have two phases to liver 
detoxification. Phase one and phase two, and we've talked about these on previous shows. A 
congested liver might be due to poor detoxification because this phase one and phase two 
liver detoxification is impaired in some way. So phase one supports toxic chemicals and 
metals by converting [00:09:00] them into less harmful chemicals, while phase two is often 
referred to as the conjugation pathway because phase two supports the conversion of 
fat-soluble toxic chemicals, they're coming out of the fat cells, to convert into water-soluble 
so that they can pass through the urine and bile and get out of your body. 

So as you can see, supporting both of these phases is super important and we can support 
both of these phases through the [00:09:30] following ways. Nutrients which are required to 
stimulate phase one. You need your B vitamins. We all need our B vitamins, especially 
Vitamin B12, niacin, and B6. We also need glutathione, the master antioxidant in the body, 
and we also need Vitamin C and Vitamin E, also very powerful antioxidants. 

Now to improve phase two, you can do this with foods, amino acids, sulfur containing amino 
acids, so you can get in ... you [00:10:00] get in your good foods, you want to get in NAC and 
acetylcholine and taurine and amino acid foods like eggs, sulfur-containing phytonutrients 
like shallots, onions, and garlic. Those are going to be really helpful. Methylation is another 
important factor in fasting. It's easily defined as DNA modification. It is involved in the 
modification of heavy metals, regulation of gene expression, the regulation of protein 
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function, [00:10:30] and RNA metabolism. Methyl groups are the on-off switches of our cell's 
activities. They can turn off an enzyme reaction, they can turn on serotonin and the feel good 
sensation, they can turn on melatonin and sleep, and they can also turn off the immune 
system before it damages healthy cells. If one is short on a few methyl groups, their bodies 
can not respond to the healing directive of herbal or nutritional therapies. 

Number two [00:11:00] reason against fasting adrenal health. We talked a ton about 
hormones at the whole journey lately, especially adrenal health, and it goes without saying 
we always want to support our adrenals and thyroid as much as possible in today's modern 
world that is full of unanticipated stressors, demands on our time and energy, and 
distractions. Part of the reason we developed our Adrenal ReCode program was because so 
many people were coming to us not able to find answers to their health problems on a paleo 
diet or a low-carb diet [00:11:30] or through fasting. This is mainly due to the stress hormone 
cortisol released by the adrenal glands increasing due to the stress of fasting or the stress 
that restricting food for a period of time puts on the body because it forces you into fight, 
flight, or freeze mode your sympathetic nervous system. For some, fasting can work very well, 
and for others they can create hormonal havoc and further the cascade of anxiety, 
overwhelm, insomnia, brain [00:12:00] fog, and exhaustion. For those with severe adrenal 
dysfunction, fasting is something that should only be added in after the root cause is 
corrected and the nervous system is healed as the body will then, only then be strong enough 
to handle it at that point. 

Number three, thyroid health. We discussed in a recent thyroid blog how the thyroid affects 
every cell in our body because every cell in the body needs thyroid hormone or T3 in order to 
produce energy. It is the engine behind every process [00:12:30] in the body, and if this fire 
goes out due to the restriction of food, we can block our thyroid from working properly and 
force it to slow down. Additionally, going back to the stress hormone cortisol, this will also 
block the conversion of T4 to T3, so the inactive thyroid hormone converting to active thyroid 
hormone. So we may have thyroid hormones present, but if we lack the ability to convert 
them into the active form, health issues ensue, even [00:13:00] when your lab work comes 
back normal. 

So there you have it, our comprehensive episode on the benefits and drawbacks of 
intermittent fasting. Whether fasting is healthy for you right now depends on you. Now we 
want to hear from you. What is your experience with fasting? Leave a comment and let us 
know. Thank you so much for watching and we'll catch you next time on Food as Medicine 
[00:13:30] TV. 
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